
Cameron Inn

16 Cameron Avenue
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02140
United States

Phone: 617-661-9332

CLOSEDI rent two rooms in my Folk Victorian Home.  Both rooms have private

entrances.  We are 5 minutes from the Davis Square Subway Station. The FRONT

SUITEThere are two (twin) beds in the front bedroom and they can be pushed

together, bridged and fastened as a king sized bed if you ask in advance.   There is

a lamp and a little table between the beds.  Next to the beds are a six-foot closet.  I

do not have cable TV because we can pick up most of the local channels with the

antenna.Outside the bedroom door is a kitchenette including a small refrigerator,

bar sink, microwave, coffee maker, toaster oven. kitchen utensils and china. The

WC (lavatory) is next to this and includes a small sink and hand towels. There are

two large double hung windows in this airy and well lit room.There is a shower in

the room and lots of towels are available. Next to the shower are a vanity table and

a large mirror. There is the private cordless phone and answering system. Your

private number is 617-576-2417. Local calls are free but you must pay for long

distance.GARDEN ROOM The French Doors open into a newly renovated room with

Maple trim. The ramp makes the room 'accessible'; however the room is too small

for a wheelchair. It also has a kitchenette equipped like the Front Suite only scaled
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the Garden Room and a connected bathroom with a shower and towels. It has a

clock radio and small table. There is a double hung window next to the large mirror.

It also includes cooking facilities. The number on the private line is 617-864-7164.

Local calls are free but you must pay for long distance.There is a small desk that

can be removed to open both of the French doors.

Rates: $80-$100 nightly; $400-$450 weekly
Your Host(s): Jaenia Mikulka
Clientele: everyone
Amenities: Private Bath, No Smoking Rooms Available, No Smoking in Any Rooms,

Environmentally Friendly / Green, Free WiFi, Free Internet, Air Conditioning, Kitchen

/ Kitchenette, Refrigerator, Microwave, Coffee Maker, TV, Radio/CD player, Hair

Dryer, Iron, Ironing Board
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